Karin Fossum

Eva's Eye
Eva Magnus and her daughter are out walking by the river when a man’s body floats to
the water’s surface. Eva goes to call the police, but when she reaches the phone, she
dials another number altogether.
The police find the body anyway. Inspector Sejer and his team quickly determine that
the man, Egil, died in a violent attack. But Egil has been missing for months and the
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trail to his killer is cold. It’s as puzzling as another unsolved case on Sejer’s desk: the
murder of a prostitute, found dead just before Egil went missing. Sejer sets to work
piecing together these two impossible cases; it's not long before he realizes that they
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aren’t as separate as they previously seemed.
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Karin Fossum
Karin Fossum made her literary début in 1974 with the
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poetry collection Kanskje i morgen, for which she won the
Vesaas First Writer’s Award. She has published books in
several genres, but is perhaps best known for her crime
fiction about Konrad Sejer. Several of her books have been
filmed. She has received a number of prestigious awards,
including the LA Times Book Award for her novel The
Indian Bride.
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